Tech News, Jobs and Updates.
This is our IT Insights newsletter specifically for our valued Tech Candidates &
Contractors. Stay abreast of the latest news, updates and employment
opportunities in the tech industry!

The 4 Most In-Demand
IT Roles in 2018...

The latest in IT Jobs:

As specialist IT recruitment consultants,

Data Engineer

we are always kept up-to-date with the

Based in Sydney CBD

ever-changing set of in-demand skills in
the tech industry.
Check out our latest blog on the key areas

$600 - $800 per day
6 month contract with possible extensions
Apply here...

Cyber Security Consultant

our clients are experiencing the most

Based in Redfern

growth and demand for IT professionals

$843 per day + super

in here...

Contract until August with possible extensions
Apply here...

IT News
How IT executive roles are shifting in this
cloud-first era
With 2018 now well underway, it’s

IT CAREER INSIGHTS FROM
QUAY APPOINTMENTS

interesting to think about the high-level
trends at work in the world of corporate
technology.
One of the most interesting is the changes
that are occurring in the roles of senior
executives.
Read more...

Our new LinkedIn Discussion
Group is open for IT
professionals who are
interested in keeping updated
with tech news & initiatives,
networking with like-minded

The Power of Artificial Intelligence for
Government

professionals or seeking a new
career or job opportunity.

In the coming years, artificial intelligence will
become increasingly pervasive, spurring
massive innovation across the private and
public sectors. This development offers
governments large and small major
opportunities to surmount operational and
budget challenges while better serving
citizens and meeting demand.
Read more...

This is a brilliant opportunity to
engage with fellow IT
professionals and share
insights and opinions in a
constructive way.

Don't miss out! Book your free place at the next Breakfast Seminar on Innovative Ways to
Protect Your Personal Data with guest speaker, Katryna Dow (CEO of MEECO).
Find out more and register here.

